
Topics of Community Concern

Priority 

(Votes) Helpful links 

Health 4

The wind farm comissioner and the WHO have recommended that the newer larger turbines can 

cause health impacts to people within 2 km. What recourse is there is these eventuate in the future? 1

Impacts on health and sleep (both percieved and real) - Flinders Unviersity Wind Farm Study has been 

frequently referecnes. Even if WTS is completely psychosomatic (which some locals don't believe), 

the health impacts will be real. What can OSMI do to reduce and address harm here?

Some info under health and noise at 

https://osmi.com.au/frequently-asked-

questions/

Trust 5

The whole planning process for wind farms has spawned a complete industry of "expert consultants". 

It was clear that som eof the reprts tabled contain material 'cut and pasted' from previous 

applications. How does the community trust these outside experts who have rarely bothered to 

consult locals.

How will OSMI ensure that community concerns are addressed? How will OSMI work towards 

building confidence that these concerns have been or will be addressed?

Trust in OSMI/Cubico - I will not engage because I do not trust OSMI. There is a conspiracy to force 

this on the community. 

Use of consultants in planning process - due to OSMI selecting and paying third parties for reports, 

there is a perception that their work is done in a manner that will make a planning application 

successful and may not be fully truthful.

That 'government' have already made decisions regardless of what locals want.

Lighting

Lighting of the towers - can OSMI guarantee that the towers will not need to to be lit, and if they do 

ever need to have lighting can OSMI guarantee that radar activated lighting would be used?

This is addressed under 'construction and 

operation' at 

https://osmi.com.au/frequently-asked-

questions/. The short answer is that the 

Aviation Risk Assessment has concluded 

that lighting won't be required



Technical Details   2

New towers of a size that hadn't been used in land-based wind farms before.

Technical details i.e, de-rating factors for average output

Control of the site's fencing/access

Fire 4

Impact on fire-fighting response - aerial bombing, radio frequency interference (people are genuinely 

fearful, even worried sick, of what could happen in a bushfire).

Under fire in FAQs and also covered in the 

fire section https://osmi.com.au/frequently-

asked-questions/ 

https://osmi.com.au/delburn-wind-

Fire safety of project from the point of view of HVP, local CFA chiefs as well as CFA headquarters. It 

would be good if the chair could organise a public debate about the project with three speakers from 

OSMI/HVP and three representing voices.

Is the planned non-vegetation area around the turbines large enough - north winds, ellliptical shape?

Fire risk created by turbines (fires caused directly and indirectly by the towers - mechanical failure, 

lightning).

https://osmi.com.au/delburn-wind-

farm/fire/

Noise

Noise from turbines will be heard much further than 1km, and that noise will be more annoying than 

other noises of the same level.

https://osmi.com.au/delburn-wind-

farm/noise/

Assessment/approvals/planning (Process) 3

Visitor 'Centre' won't be built (guarantees that this will be an obligation for the project).

What can be locked in that can't be revoked later? (ie, visitors centre being built - can new owners 

just say that's too expensive).

Do objectors have appeal rights?

Resolution of continued objections

Any issues that locals have with the windfarm during construction or during operation will be 

difficult, expensive, lengthy or impossible to address (what will the complaints process be? Can it be 

described up front and made as simple as possible and not be purely what is just legally required?) - 

potential blame game between OSMI, HVP and different government bodies.



Building Understanding 5

Confusion amongst some of the community between Delburn Wind Farm and Marinus Link

Why members of the local community are resistant to the project. Are there concerns that OSMI has 

not addressed?

Understanding of specific concerns by community and opponents

Wildlife Related 2

https://osmi.com.au/delburn-wind-

farm/flora-fauna/

Impacts on wildlife when windfarm is in operation - bats and eagles are some of the wildlife that are 

in the area. Technology is utilised at other windfarms to reduce harm to these creatures, why are 

these not being used for this proposal?

Offset options and biolink possibilities around existing good conservation locations

Impacts on wildlife during construction, specifically the areas being cleared

Telecommunications 1

Windfarms and disruptions to all forms of local telecommunications (radio, mobile reception, TV 

reception, etc)

https://osmi.com.au/delburn-wind-

farm/electro-magnetic-interference/

Benefits 5

Under community and local investment in 

https://osmi.com.au/frequently-asked-

questions/

What is the estimate of the amount of construction jobs/ongoing jobs 2

Decreased property value and area amenity negatively impacted

Exaggerated local benefits during construction and operation (minimal/token use of local workers 

and local businesses).

Will money solve problems - compensation, property values, grants, sponsorship (are we relying too 

much on money to fix issues/gain acceptance)

Economic impact - the perception seems to be that windfarms close by  devalue properties. Is this 

fact or perception? What has happened around other wind farms in both short and longer term

Economic impact both short term and longer 1

Is there any collaboration with training providers to skill up local workers 1


